Field assessment report; stakeholders’
engagement and technical field
assessments of livelihoods and
foodsecurity FSL, for 3 target villages in
Gebilay district, SOM Joint Response
Project 2021.

1. Introduction
The project , SOMJR 2020 , has been
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successfully
completed
with
tangible
outcomes on the field as resilience of target
communities or, supported sectors are
sustainably striding forward and yet, the
second face of SOMJR 2021 have been
precedingly launched in the beginning of this
year, 2021.
In a launching ceremony held at Gabily
district, WVI has preliminarily provided
briefings about 2021 SOMJR project
locations and modalities with the relevant
stakeholders from the community and
government, the Gabiley governor, and the
district mayor has raised the importance of
adjusting some activities to more relevant
models at the SOMJR 2021 locations

Taakulo FSL team set out to a trip aiming to
particularly the modalities, In concern of
government eagerness based on groundlevel
need; Locations benefited from the last years
Joint Response have changed to new 3
villages, Carro-wayn and Gabilay town.

conduct an in-depth technical assessment to
ease the implementation of the SOMJR 2021
were modalities and the locations of the
project were changed, but only limited to
needs. The main reasons of this assessment
were to coordinate with key project
stakeholders specifically the government in
regional level, this is also to contribute the
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TRANSPARENCY 1 - to ensure inclusive
programming at SOMJR project.
This is also to evaluate whether the cost of
the new activities will be significantly in lined

with the previous budget or, if there is some
changes that will result as well as checking
the sites and deciding the suitable site where
the project will be implemented. Therefore,
the location and the modalities are as the
following.

No

Location

Suggested Activity/Modality

Done Assessment

1

Gabiley Town

Cash for Work for Prosopis
clearance

Field teams has observed each concern area
where the clearance of the prosopis trees is
highly required, advance analysis has been
collected to underline different CFW hand-tools
needed by the beneficiaries for prosopis-trees
clearance from target roads in Gabilay town.

2

Ilma-dado

Dam desilting/ construction of All elements and dimensions of check-dams
Flood Protection Check Dam. have been assessed, length, width and depth
and the required tools by the beneficiaries.
Besides, Analysis of the area for the
construction pre-designed flood protection
check dams are addressed, key materials and
volume of masonry, wire-mesh diamonds and
amount of all necessary materials have been
examined.

3

Caratuulka

Flood Protection Check Dam
construction

Analysis of the area for the construction
predesigned flood protection check dams are
addressed, key materials and volume of
masonry, wire-mesh diamonds and amount of
all necessary materials have been examined.

2. Gabiley: CFW Prosopis Road Clearance
Gabiley town, were not included the target locations to implement the livelihoods (FSL) activities
support by Taakulo at first initial phases of the project. But, after WVI FSL team have conducted
government engagement at regional level, the Gabiley governor, together with the district mayor,
raised that the need for roads clearance from prosopis and debris which hugely exists inside
Gabiley major roads for communal transport and justified that prosopis trees invaded the town
and blocked some public roads. After a while, WVI considered and decided to shift the road
clearance intervention to Gabiley and coordinated Taakulo official’s aftermath.
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2.1 Findings
Taakulo FSL team set out to Gabiley and met with the Gabiley local government, sections of social
affairs, responsible for such socially affecting activities, to discuss about the implementation of
CFW prosopis clearance. Together with Mr. Khadar Badde (Gabiley LG Social affairs director),
the assessment has been conducted in the settlements where previously planned by the local
government.

Assessment team have found out amidst the assessment that; the cleared prosopis trees will be
removed and burned, according to the concern settlements, were the removal of proposes trees
were planned, which is inside Gabilay town, along the major highways, with full of residents at
some areas, due to this reason, trees cannot be burned in residential areas where dwellers are
pecked, as a practice, the residuals will require a transportation out from of the residential area
for burning out, which seems quite burden.
▪

In other settings, The FSL team raised, work leaders/foremen will be needed during the
implementation of CFW activities, they will perform the daily supervisions, they will handle
the worker’s attendances, supervise workers to follow the existing CFW work-norms and
conditions, as a result, foramen will provide day-to-day reports.

▪

A contribution from relevant community members to be engaged, at each target area,
others from community to be included, this is to improve motivation among community
members so as the community contribution and inclusiveness are improved, this will result
a greater impact and vast work-done to reduce the prosopis from pecked settlements and
public roads.

The above-mentioned key finding-points of adding incentives for foremen and the transportation
cost of removed trees out of the town will have an effect to project budget.

3. Ilmadado village – CFW for construction of check dams
As per the inputs within project modality, implementation of check dams was planned for
communities in ILMADADO village, being on the verge of environmental risks, the modality aims
to reduce flooding effects in farmlands, later on, WVI team has visited, community have hugely
requested the check dam activity to be shifted to; desilting of villages existing earth-dam2 as
communities expected greater volumes of water. Shortly afterwards, Gu’ rains have started, as
the earth-dam was completely filled by water. Assessment team together with community have
supervised the earth-dam and the minimum duration expected a drain-out, as a result after
community consultations, water in earth-dam will last 6 months.
Herein, community members requested the restoration of check dams otherwise. Taakulo FSL
team conducted an assessment to examine potential farmlands were environmental risks affected
the most, so as suitable designs of check dams are prepared for communities to perform effective
works, this also to sort out the relevant CFW tools needed to tackle the effects of flashfloods along
the farmlands. Although the gullies erupted in farmlands are large and the project cannot cover,
this report suggests the following findings.

3.1

Findings

▪

High velocity flashfloods come over during each rainy season, resulting a widespread
cutoff or erosion to massive farmlands (Please refer image 1.0). This is eventually leading
the formation of river-like canals or, small valleys which may expand over a time. During
assessment, it has been addressed that around 6 key farmlands turned to small valleys or
canals inside farming-areas, these are key areas highlighted for the construction of check
dams to tackle further expansions.

▪

Mobilization of village community’ members to support and contribute the work-force of
target registered households; this is to create a motivation between CFW workers other
households having the same effects at their farmlands, further, a wider impact will be
achieved in the designated short period of activity (60 days)

▪

Material needed to implement for the check dams including, GI wires, rubble stones and
incentive of gabion trainer were addressed to plan for an effective work done.

Assessed sites and Estimation of required Materials.
Sites/ cutoff area
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6

Length of valley
8m
6m
13m
15m
10m
12m

Depth of Valley
2m
2m
2m
3m
2m
2m
Total

# of Gabions require
8 pcs
6 pcs
14 pcs
24 pcs
10pcs
12pcs
74 pcs

4. Carro-tuulka – CFW for Construction of check-dams

2

Open surface reservoir for storing rainwater for communities in rural villages.

Volume of stone
16 cum
12 cum
28 cum
48 cum
20cum
24 cum
148cum = 49 loads

Assessment team has also visited CARROTULKA village, to evaluate and supervise sites and
locations with massive need for check dam construction activities. Most of farmlands in Botor side,
northern farms of Caratuullka village, have damaged by the floods and need to an emergency
flood protection check dams. This area, the entire farmlands changed into natural small valleys
and river-like canals which is continually expanding towards the farming-areas prepared for crops,
This will decrease the production of communities which directly endangers the livelihoods of
communities.

4.1 Findings.
Assessed sites and Estimation of required Materials.
Sites/ cutoff area

Length of valley

Depth of valley

# of Gabions
require
21 pcs
18 pcs
21 pcs
15 pcs
9 pcs
8 pcs
Total 92 pcs

Volume of stone

Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6

14 m
12 m
14 m
10m
9m
8m

3m
3m
3m
3m
2m
2m

42 cum
36 cum
42 cum
30 cum
18cum
16 cum
184cum = 61 loads

5. Key challenges:

3

•

Devastated land is too unanimous; farmlands effected by degradation and soil – cut – off is
expending all along target farmlands, this is beyond the aligned budget of SOMJR 2021 for
FSL CfW activities, the current budget cannot cover or respond the massive environmental
risks on the ground (Please refer Image 1.0).

•

The earth dam, request by beneficiaries of Ilma-dado village rather than the flood protection
check-dams, the earth dam is filled by G’u rainwater 3 and cannot be desilted anyways,
according to community consultations; earth-dam does not drain out in a minimum duration
of 6 months.

•

Prosopis extending widespread areas; prosopis is extending different corners and
determination of specific road is yet a challenge to local authorities, herein, the current
SOMJR 2021 fund for FSL CfW activities budget is quite less than the ground crisis. By doing
so often, the current response will only cover a specific context or, a minimum distance.

Please refer to image 2.0 at annex 1.0 as key indicator.

6. Conclusion and recommendations.
6.1 There is a significant budget variance between the approved budget line of FSL CFW
activities, SOMJR 2021, an amount of $3,375.004 went-off-the-lines according to technical
field assessment findings; to avoid overspending, teams have selected 6 core areas in each
site, the CFW sites should be reduced from 6 to 4 or 5 sites per village. (Please refer to table
1.0).

Table 1.0 Current budget for FSL activities.5

Table 2.0. Findings of technical field assessment budget.

6.2 Number of target households in each target village is less to cover the widely devastated
farmlands; communities’ engagement for contribution of further households to decrease
the impact of land degradation in more inclusive approach.

4
5

An additional variance once the approved budget is subtracted the field-based assessment issued budget.
SOMJR 2021, the approved budget line for FSL component of the project

6.3 Re-adjustment of CFW activities; re-adjustment of some key activities should be activated
if budget requirements doesn’t fit. There are some activities with changed modality, this is
where the variance came from at some point if the above recommendations does not work.

Annex 1.0 Indicators (Images)

Image 1.0. Devastated land by land-degradation along-and-within farmlands of target communities.

Image 2.0. Fulfilled earth dam by G’u rainwater at Ilma-dado village.

